
WALT understand that there are universal rights for all
children but for many children these rights are not met.

WALT understand our own wants and needs and
compare these with children in different communities.

Key Words:

choice
Ghana
West Africa
cocoa plantation
cocoa pods
machete
rights
community
education

Do now: give a
quick definition
for each of these.



Connect Us: 
People Ping Pong

5 pairs of children need to come to the front and
stand in 2 lines. We will choose a topic (e.g.
chocolate bar names). Everybody has 1 minute
of thinking time and then we are going to ping
pong our answers until we run out of names. As
a class, we will then add more and see what
total we can make.



Calm Me



Answer the questions on the resource in your Jigsaw Journals.

Open My Mind



Tell me or show me: Is chocolate important?

TTYLP: What is our favourite chocolate bar? 
How much does it cost and how often do we eat it? 
What would happen if you weren't allowed to eat it anymore after today?



Tell me or show me: true or false quiz

1. Most children in Ghana go to school regularly. False
2. Ghana is in East Africa. False
3. There are about 600 000 family farms in Ghana. True
4. All the cocoa farm managers/owners treat the children workers badly.
False
5. Working on Cocoa Plantation is easy work for children. False
6. Most children in Ghana do not go to secondary school. True
7. Children of any age are legally allowed to work on Cocoa Plantations
in Ghana. False
8. Most children working on the Cocoa Plantations are miserable and
unhappy about it. False
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Answer the same 5 questions as before for your Jigsaw Journal as if you
were Patrick, the boy from the video. What would your answers be if you
imagined you were him? Afterwards, compare the two sets of answers.

Let me learn

We will record our thoughts on the board relating to this statement:

Children should not be allowed to work on the cocoa plantations in Ghana.



Complete Help me reflect section of Jigsaw Journal.

Help me reflect


